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Annexure 2
To the Secretarial Audit Report

To, 
The Members, 
RESONANCE SPECIALITIES LIMITED 
MUMBAI 

Our report of even date is to be read along with this letter, 

1) Maintenance of secretarial record is the responsibility of the 
Management of the Company. My responsibility is to express an 
opinion on these secretarial records based on our audit. 

2) I have followed the audit practices and processes as were 
appropriate to obtain reasonable assurance about the correctness 
of the contents of the secretarial records. The verification was 
done on test basis to ensure that correct facts are reflected in 
secretarial records. I believe that the processes and practices, I 
followed provide a reasonable basis for our opinion. 

3) I have not verified the correctness and appropriateness of 
financial records and Books of accounts of the Company. 

4) Wherever required, I have obtained the Management 
representation about the compliance of laws, rules and 
regulations and happening of events etc. 

5) The compliance of the provisions of Corporate and other 
applicable laws, rules, regulations, standards is the responsibility 
of management. My examination was limited to the verification of 
procedures on test basis. 

6) The Secretarial Audit report is neither an assurance as to future 
viability of the Company nor of the efficacy or effectiveness with 
which the management has conducted the affairs of the Company

For Alok Khairwar& Associates
Company Secretaries
UCN No: S2014MH257300

Sd/-
(Alok Khairwar)
Proprietor  
FCS No: 10031
C.P.No:12880
Place: Mumbai
Date: July 21, 2020

INTRODUCTION

The specialty chemicals constitute 22% of total chemicals and 
petrochemicals market in India. The demand for specialty chemicals 
is expected to grow at 12% CAGR from FY19-22. At Resonance 
Specialties Limited, the company enjoys a special pride and privilege. 
Specialty chemicals are based on Pyridine chemistry, such as 
Lutidine, Cyano pyridines, Picoline, Collidines, Nutritional product, 
feed supplements, API, and vitamins etc. at their G.M.P. plant. 
Posing a backward integration, we have upper hand over other global 
companies for most of our products. Our advantages are quality of 
product, dependable supply and competitive cost.

INDUSTRY STRUCTURE AND DEVELOPMENT

The specialty chemicals we manufacture have a varied application in 
the field of Pharmaceuticals & agricultural sector industries. The Indian 
pharma industry has been a world leader in generics both globally and 
in domestic markets contributing significantly to the global demand 
for generics in terms of volume. Made-in-India drugs supplied to the 
developed economies such as the US, EU and Japan are known for 
their safety and quality. The company is engaged in vital intermediates 
for pharmaceuticals Industries hence company’s performance will be 
improving further in coming years. Being a part of sustainable Industry, 
our company has accelerated its research and development activity to 
enable us to grab the opportunity at the appropriate time. 

The growth of Specialty chemicals industry was very slow in near 
past with a low margin of profit. Specialty chemicals are the product 
which needs performance; there can be single entity or composition of 
more products. The industry requires deep knowledge and innovation. 
Resonance has its roots imbibed in R&D and in-house process and 
technology development from Inception.

BUSINESS STRATEGY 

Our business module is export oriented, although we have many local 
valued customers. Our core business strategy is our positioning as an 
integrated Product Development. Resonance has proven capabilities 
in integrated product development. We have successfully researched 
test batches at the laboratory, at our pilot plant and finally on 
commercial scales at our factory. Our knowledge of organic chemistry 
and our expertise in catalysis are key strengths that have stood by us 
through time. We have achieved successful results from R&D in our 
Plant processes in terms of better yields and resulting cost reduction 
measures across the Factories.

Improvement in Client Relationship – We have strong and established 
business relationship with our clients across Pharmaceuticals, 
Agrochemicals and Specialty Ingredients industries. 

Our manufacturing facilities continue to adhere to GMP and are ISO 
9000:2001 certified. Our products are Kosher, Halal, FSSC certified. 
In addition, our manufacturing facility have undergone successful audit 
and got approved by USFDA

OPPORTUNITIES AND THREATS

Pharmaceutical market is growing rapidly worldwide and in particular 
within India and other third world countries. The Company is making all 
the efforts to develop new applications of its products and is confident 
of substantially expanding the market in near future

During the year the Company has experienced large fluctuations 
in foreign exchange rates and import prices. However, due to, total 
backward integration and limited imports, Company did not face any 
major setback in the performance. Further inbuilt flexibility in the plant 
helped in changing product mix to face the challenges due to adverse 
market situation during the year.

MANAGEMENT DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS REPORT
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MANUFACTURING 

Enduring ideas of previous year and identifying new initiatives throughout 
the year in capacity enhancements, capability improvements, yield, 
costs, production efficiencies & Environment, Health and Safety 
(EHS), manufacturing has played crucial role in contributing to the 
growth of the organization in the market. The Company worked on 
semi-continuous column and continuous column and trail are taken 
for one of product for better separation at semi continuous column. 
Work is ongoing, positive results are achieved. Up-gradation of the 
Ammoxidation unit has benefited the company largely and it enabled 
the company to commission the reaction at improved conversion. 
Though the targeted yield is still to achieve and efforts to reach the 
level is certain. Productivity improvement tools and techniques have 
been implemented. We also modified the regenerator for fluidized bed 
reaction and our production yield in reaction also improved due to 
improvised process and catalyst.

We have taken a huge safety initiative and successfully replaced an 
old structure housing our Distillation Column by Structural Building 
Project which got commissioned successfully this year giving output 
which is so far encouraging in terms of production also.  

The company has targeted becoming Zero Liquid discharging unit and 
has committed additional resources in ETP and MEE system like RO 
and ATFD in next financial year and commissioning the same.

PROJECTS

1. Ammonia + Acetone Recovery Project Implementation
2. ETP and RO Upgradation
3. Column packings replacement
4. Structural Building Project (Closed)

RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT

The company takes pride in innovation and excellence in devolving the 
different plant process for Reaction and Distillation. Company’s R & D 
work in the field of catalyst for fluidized bed and fixed bed reactions for 
Ammoxidation of Picoline and also for Lutidine and Collidines is of a 
great pride. 

The research and development center of company is recognized by 
Department Of Scientific and Industrial Research, Govt. Of India and 
Management is making considerable expenses to undertake major 
R & D projects to develop alternate and efficient process for making 
pyridine based products. The R & D center is having collaboration 
with emeritus scientist from reputed research laboratories in India. 
Development of continuous distillation system shall certainly prove a 
bred through to the production of different products from their crudes.

Company is continued to conduct R & D work related to: 

1.  Development of improved version / new catalyst for the better 
yield and quality. 

2. Improvement in process of value added products to reduce cost 
and increase productivity 

3.  Development of New products and esters of different acids, 

4.  Distillation technique development. 

Benefits derived as a result of above.

• Development of Improved catalyst for Lutidine/Collidine 
Reactions – Leading to 4% yield improvement in Production

• Development of process for 2-chloro-3-cyanopyridine – Path 
forward to develop to Pilot Scale and then later to Commercial 
Scale in the next Financial Year 

FUTURE PROSPECT

• Conservation of energy by optimizing machineries and avoiding 
breakdowns in plant which will lead to cost reduction by lesser use 
of Steam and Power. Absorption of Technology and adherence to 
Environmental Conservation. 

• Development of distillation skill to improve time cycle, efficiency 
& yield

• To maintain the practice of keeping pace with the statutory 
compliance. 

HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

At Resonance, we believe that our success is the end results of 
the achievement of our team. Our performance metrics are clearly 
defined and for real achievers we offer an accelerated career growth 
unhindered by any hierarchy. Resonance offers a merit led environment 
where talent is respected and achievements are rewarded. Our flat 
management structure allows genuine appreciation of good work and 
we believe in delegating responsibilities.

We continually empower our team members to better themselves and 
offer clear career paths for advancement. The Company takes extreme 
pride in its greatest resource and asset - the employees. Our constant 
endeavors have been towards encouraging a culture of employee 
recognition & motivation and we are able to achieve this through are 
well designed policies & processes like Rewards & Recognition and 
other various employee benefit schemes. We also believe that the 
young talent has out of the box creativity and we nurture them to have 
become a proficient leader. We ensure that there is full adherence to 
the code of business conduct and fair business practices. 

All safety and personal protective apparels are provided to the 
employees working in the related field in order to ensure their life 
security and surety. Regular safety training is provided to all employees 
as well as external professional expert was hired to empower the 
employees to work with managers to create easy-to understand 
safety procedures and protocols. Encourage people to think first, act 
second, and consider safety protocols as not just a rote function, but 
an essential fact of daily practice that will ensure to save their lives.

INTERNAL CONTROL SYSTEMS AND RISK MANAGEMENT 
STRATEGY

Risk-taking is an inherent trait of any enterprise. It is essential for growth 
or creation of value in a Company. At the same time, it is important that 
the risks are properly managed and controlled, so that the Company 
can achieve its objectives effectively and efficiently. Accordingly the 
Risk management Policy is laid down and the proper implementation 
is ensured by the company.
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INTERNAL FINANCIAL CONTROL FRAMEWORK

Section 134(5) (e) of the Companies Act, 2013 requires a company to 
lay down Internal Financial Controls system (IFC) and to ensure that 
these are adequate and operating effectively. Internal financial controls, 
here, means the policy and procedure adopted by the company for 
ensuring the orderly and efficient conduct of its business including 
adherence to company’s policies, the safeguarding of its assets, 
the prevention and detection of frauds and errors, the accuracy and 
completeness of the accounting records and the timely preparation of 
reliable financial information. 

The above requirement has the following elements: 

1.  Orderly and efficient conduct of business. 
2.  Safeguarding of its assets. 
3.  Adherence to company’s policies. 
4.  Prevention and detection of frauds and errors. 
5.  Accuracy and completeness of the accounting records and timely 

preparation of reliable financial information. 

At Resonance Specialties Limited, the internal financial controls system 
is in place and incorporates all the five elements as mentioned above. 
In addition, the Company has a transparent framework for periodic 
evaluation of the internal financial controls in the form of internal 
audit exercise carried out through the year and online controls self-
assessment through Controls Manager Software, thereby reinforcing 
the commitment to adopt best corporate governance practices.

CAUTION

The statements in the Management Discussion and Analysis 
Report describing the Company’s objectives, projections, estimates, 
expectations may be ‘Forward looking statements’ within the meaning 
of the applicable laws and regulations. Actual results could differ 
materially from those expressed or implied. Important factors that could 
make a difference of the Company’s operations include economic 
demand/supply and price conditions in the domestic and overseas 
markets in which the Company operates, changes in the Government 
regulations, tax laws, other statutes and incidental factor.

13. COVID-19 

There is no denying the fact that the consumer demand in the short 
term is definitely going to be impacted. As far as the situation in the 
last one month is concerned, we have seen a significant impact on 
the demand due to supply chain restrictions globally and locally. But 
generally, this quarter is going to be extremely muted. Hopefully, if the 
corona virus curve stabilizes; if the situation continues to be that way in 
India, too, we should hope that the impact will be limited to this quarter 
and the second half of next financial year onwards, we should start 
seeing a significant revival as far as consumer demand is concerned.

FINANCIAL SUMMARY
(Amount in Rs.)

As on 
31.03.2020

As on 
31.03.2019

% 
Change

Net sales/ income 
from operations

56,20,29,864.30 41,62,94,139      35 %

Other income 1,85,09,032.78 1,39,17,348     32.99 %
Total income 58,05,38,897.08 43,02,11,487     34.94 %
Total expenditure 49,69,38,862 38,17,77,614     30.16 %
Profit/Loss before tax 6,89,79,823.12 4,75,84,167     44.96 %
Provision for
-Current tax 1,61,18,619.7 1,39,42,559     15.61 %
-Deferred tax 13,76,858 15,95,420 -13.70 %
Total 1,47,41,761.7 1,55,37,979    -5.12 %
Profit/Loss after tax 5,42,38,061.4 3,20,46,188     69.24%

For & on behalf of the board of Directors

Dr. A. B. Gupta            Ms. Archana Yadav 
Managing Director Director 
(DIN: 00025255)  (DIN: 07335198)                                       

Place: Mumbai 
Date: July 21, 2020

1. COMPANY’S PHILOSOPHY ON THE CODE OF GOVERNANCE

 The Company has over the years followed best practices of 
Corporate Governance. The Company is committed to the RSL 
Code of Conduct (‘RSLCoC’) which articulates values and ideals 
that guide and govern the conduct of the RSL as well as its 
employees in all matters relating to business. The Company’s 
overall governance framework, systems and processes reflect 
and support our Mission, Vision and Values.

 The Company’s philosophy on corporate governance oversees 
business strategies and ensures fiscal accountability, ethical 
corporate behavior and fairness to all stakeholders comprising 
regulators, employees, customers, vendors, investors and the 
society at large.

 

 The Company has a strong legacy of fair, transparent and 
ethical governance practices and it believes that good Corporate 
Governance is essential for achieving long-term corporate 
goals and enhancing stakeholders’ value. In this pursuit, the 
Company’s Corporate Governance philosophy is to ensure 
fairness, transparency and integrity of the management, in order 
to protect the interests of all its stakeholders.

 The Company has adhered to the requirements stipulated under 
Regulations 17 to 27 read with para C and D of Schedule V and 
clauses (b) to (i) of sub-regulation (2) of Regulation 46 of SEBI 
(Listing Obligations and Disclosure Requirements) Regulations, 
2015 (‘Listing Regulations’) as applicable [including relaxations 
granted by SEBI in the wake of Covid-19], with regard to 
Corporate Governance and the same has been disclosed in 
this Report. The Company endeavors to ensure that highest 
standards of ethical and responsible conduct are met throughout 
the organization.

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE REPORT
[Pursuant to Schedule V(C) of the SEBI (Listing Obligations and Disclosure Requirements) Regulations, 2015]


